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How to Fully Reap the Benefits of 
the Internal Market for E-Commerce?
New economic opportunities and challenges for 
digital services 20 years after the adoption of the 
e-Commerce Directive 
The full original study1 provides a framework for maximising the current and potential 
benefits of e-commerce for the Single Market, while minimising economic and societal 
costs. It analyses both the role of the e-Commerce Directive and the challenges posed 
by digital platforms. The study presents forward-looking solutions to enhance cross-
border e-commerce in the EU, facilitate access to digital copyrighted content and 
improve the sustainability of online platforms. To conclude, the study also considers the 
planned digital services act and outlines policy recommendations to support the 
upcoming piece of legislation. 

Background 
For over 20 years the growth of e-commerce has brought widespread benefits to consumers, allowing them 
convenient access to a wider choice of products and services, at lower prices. E-commerce leads to welfare gains for 
EU consumers, increases household consumption and contributes to GDP growth. By shrinking the distances between 
consumers and suppliers and reducing trade costs, e-commerce effectively bolsters trade. It also facilitates the access 
of SMEs to new markets and consumer segments by increasing the visibility of SMEs and limiting upfront investments 
and operational costs. 

While the benefits realised so far are clear, e-commerce has the potential to expand and generate additional benefits 
for the Internal Market, EU consumers and businesses. Certain barriers still need to be removed to support the growth 
of e-commerce, and especially cross-border e-commerce in the EU. Such barriers include delivery and returns issues, 

dealing with complaints, restrictions on online sales established 
by commercial partners, and restrictions related to cross-border 
access to copyrighted content.  

An enhanced EU framework for e-commerce in the Internal 
Market is not only about removing existing barriers but also 
about understanding how digital developments are increasingly 
shaping the EU economy.  

The growth of online platforms has enhanced some of the 
benefits of e-commerce, especially by making it easier for 
consumers and sellers to come together online. Yet, such a 
dynamic field is bound to raise issues and entail associated costs 
across multiple areas, such as concentration of market power, 
illicit trade, environmental costs and taxation.  
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Key findings 
A forward-looking mix of actions should be considered to foster cross-border e-commerce, facilitate access to 
copyrighted content and improve the sustainability of digital platforms. 

• First: ensure the proper and timely implementation 
of recently adopted EU measures to improve the 
framework in which e-commerce activities take place 
in the Internal Market, keeping in mind new and 
better targeted interventions to address remaining 
problems. The most relevant pieces of legislation 
include the Regulation on cross border parcel 
delivery services, the Geo-blocking Regulation, and 
the Regulation on platform-to-business relations 
(P2B Regulation). 

• Second: to remove existing regulatory barriers to the 
functioning of the Digital Single Market for 
copyrighted content, consider three options: 
i) lift geo- blocking, ii) allow competition law to 
prevail over copyright law, iii) introduce a unitary copyright title and a European copyright code. 

• Third: the sustainability of e-commerce in the age of platforms demands a holistic approach that brings 
together platforms, businesses, citizens, action against illicit trade, environmentally friendly ways to 
power data centres and ICT infrastructure, and tax rules that meet the challenges of the digital age.  

Several actions can be taken for the sustainability of e-commerce and digital platforms:  

• Stricter regulation of digital platforms for sustainable platform-to-business and platform-to-consumer 
relations (in addition to the current provisions of the P2B Regulation);  

• Ensure a framework for liability and transparency to support consumer protection and explore the role 
that digital nudging and artificial intelligence could play to improve online consumption outcomes;  

• Use new technologies, such as blockchain and deep learning, to tackle illicit trade in e-commerce;  
• Address the environmental impact of the growing ICT sector (including data centres) and mitigate it 

through, for instance, the use of renewable electricity; and  
• Consider the potential impact of digital taxation on cross-border e-commerce, as this is becoming more 

of a live issue for policy agendas around the world. 

These actions can be implemented in a multi-stage approach. First, emerging costs in the age of platforms – such as 
issues linked to market power vis-à-vis consumers, illicit trade and illegal content – could be addressed by the 
upcoming Digital Services Act. Second, the market power of platforms vis-à-vis SMEs and other e-sellers, as well as any 
remaining barriers to cross-border e-commerce (including issues affecting digital creative content) could be addressed 
via the proper implementation and revision, if needed, of the pieces of legislation enacted by the previous EU 
legislature. This second stage could be complemented by a revision of competition rules and completed by effectively 
addressing the issue of digital taxation and by fostering renewable power purchase agreements across EU Member 
States.  

Nevertheless, a multi-stage approach, with several pieces of legislation enacted to tackle specific issues in the field, 
risks further delaying the completion of the Digital Single Market. It may give rise to inconsistencies and loopholes and 
ultimately lead to less ambitious solutions. For this reason, the keenly awaited Digital Services Act could represent a 
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to create a European e-commerce code, set up a comprehensive and forward-looking 
framework to maximise the potential gains of e-commerce for the Single Market, and minimise the potential costs 
across a variety of fields. 
 

1  https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2020/648801/IPOL_STU(2020)648801_EN.pdf.  
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